A variety of complex techniques, such as forward error correction (FEC), automatic repeat request (ARQ), hybrid ARQ or cross-layer optimization, require in their design and optimization phase a realistic model of binary error process present in a specific digital channel. Past and more recent modeling approaches focus on capturing one or more stochastic characteristics with precision sufficient for the desired model application, thereby applying concepts and methods severely limiting the model applicability (eg in the form of modeled process prerequisite expectations). The proposed novel concept utilizing a Vector Quantization (VQ)-based approach to binary process modeling offers a viable alternative capable of superior modeling of most commonly observed small-and large-scale stochastic characteristics of a binary error process on the digital channel. Precision of the proposed model was verified using multiple statistical distances against the data captured in a wireless sensor network logical channel trace. Furthermore, the Pearson's goodness of fit test of all model variants' output was performed to conclusively demonstrate usability of the model for realistic captured binary error process. Finally, the presented results prove the proposed model applicability and its ability to far surpass the capabilities of the reference Elliot's model. K e y w o r d s: binary error; VQ, wireless channel, logical channel, error model, wireless sensor network
Introduction
Error characteristics of the binary channels, particularly the wireless channel, have been a focus of modeling ever since the error burst occurrence was proven to exhibit dependent behavior. Variety of different mathematical concepts and their combinations into more complex models have since been used to more or less precisely model different characteristics of the binary error process. The most widely accepted classification of error models is proposed by Kanal and Sastry in their review of channel error models [1] using a classification system based on the model's inner modeling principle: either generative (utilizing a generating "underlying mechanism") or descriptive (fit specific stochastic properties of the observed trace using empirical functions). More recent classifications have typically used the classification based on modeling employed mathematical concept to classify them as: pure (using only one mathematical method or a single principle) and extended (various model configurations primarily using cascading or modulating). The richness and variability of different types of stochastic behavior of the wireless channel leave open space for new models capable of surpassing the limitations of the current stateof-the-art.
Related work
Markov models were originally used to define the so called generative model group and have since become centric to multiple different model branches.The original proposals were based on the discrete time Markov chain, with the pioneering Gilbert's model [2] . Elliot suggested a modification [3] of Gilbert's error model by introducing the probability of generating an error also in the models good state. The following revolution came with Fritchman's model and particularly its simplification, the Simplified Fritchman's model, widely applied in high-frequency channel error modeling. More recent alternatives of Markov based models include the bipartite model [4] , hierarchical Markov model [5] and extended models, such as cascaded Markov model [6] which employs parallel Gilbert's and Elliot's generators. Hidden Markov Models generate output trace using the same generative and mathematical principle, but the internal structure of the model is unknown and most approaches estimate its parameters using algorithms such as BaumWelch or Turin-Sondhi [7] . A more recent addition to this group of models is the Double Embedded Processes based Hidden Markov Model [8] . Semi-Markov models were also promoted after [9] showed that packet loss can only be modeled using a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain.
Feasibility of Pareto distribution for error process modeling was successfully explored in a study by Ilyas and Radha [10] in their extensive research of errors on IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN. Nogueira et al [11] offered a new perspective on empirical approach utilizing Markov concepts, a subgroup of Markov Arrival Processes (MAP) called Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) producing a hyper-exponentially distributed random variable. The problem of parameterizing MMPP models was addressed eg in [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Less commonly used types of models include the chaosbased models (eg [15] [16] [17] and a more complex approach by Kopke et al in [18] ), the discrete process-based generative model (DPBGM) based on the principle of Rice's sum of sinusoids (extensively described in [19] and [20] , both papers are validating the model proposed in [21] on a real EGPRS channel trace), Stochastic context free grammars (SCFG), fractal models, multi-fractal wavelet model [22] and improvements of existing models by new concepts, such as genetic algorithms (eg [23] ).
Binary error process trace
An error process on a digital communication link can be considered a binary discrete-time stochastic process. If I is a countable set of integers t ∈ I , a t the digital input sequence, b t the corresponding output sequence and n t the noise sequence also referred to as trace, then
A correctly received bit is in a trace represented by "0" and an incorrectly received bit is represented by "1". Error modeling then becomes equivalent to statistically correct modeling of the trace characteristics.
Consecutive sequence of "1" is called an error burst. An error gap may be defined as a sequence of consecutive "0" between two "1" and represents the distance of two neighboring error bursts in bits. Empirically the shortest error gap or error burst has length 1 [1] . The error overflow assumption stating that the last "1" of the previous packet and the first "1"" in the following error packet are not part of the same burst error, is considered in this paper as well.
The trace used in this paper was captured in a WSN laboratory environment on a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channel in indoor environment described in [24] . Verification of empirical and Elliot's model application on the same binary trace as the one used in this paper is presented in [25] .
Proposed class of VQ-based models
The proposed model can be logically divided into 2 logical and functional parts with distinct roles within the model: randomness introduction and modeling transformation.
Randomness is inserted into the model by an arbitrary stochastic concept transforming an input from a Random Number Generator (RNG). The role of randomness introduction in the proposed model is performed by Markov chain, whose states each represent a group of vectors from the codebook. Transitions are established by observing the binary vectors in the trace and transitions of their corresponding abstracted states. Randomness introduction part of the model is thereby also responsible for capture and modeling of the large-scale stochastic behavior present in the observed trace. A variety of different stochastic concepts could be used instead of Markov chains, however, as demonstrated by the results of the models' output, Markov chains are sufficient for modeling the experimental WSN trace.
Small-scale stochastic behavior is modeled by the distribution of individual vectors within each state. Therefore, as such, not only the transitions of states representing classes within codebook must be observed, but also the individual stochastic behavior of vectors from each class within their respective classes.
The following chapters in this paper demonstrate the construction of two different types of codebooks, both of which share the same principle of modeling the smallscale error process by using the inverse generating method to find the most suitable vector to generate.
Vector quantizer model based on Hadamard codebook (HVQ)
The proposed HVQ model uses a well know VQ concept and introduces a novel approach to codebook construction for binary vector generation.
The codebook's vectors are constructed from an arbitrary basis that allows multiresolution by using vectors of different dimensions. For practical purposes, the codebook could be constructed from optimal vectors obtained from large number of measurements. Due to utilization of binary vectors for codebook construction, the lossy VQ compression method becomes lossless regarding the information content, provided that the binary vector set in the codebook forms a basis. Because the modeled binary trace can be entirely described by a codebook containing a finite number of vectors with different length, this model retains all information about the observed binary process.
A novel idea introduced for modeling arbitrary binary traces using a HVQ model is the codebook construction exploiting the properties of binary sets and maximizing both parameterization and generation computation resource efficiency. Assuming that the burst and gap processes do not necessarily have to be independent leads to formulation of a claim, that there are binary runs of higher than minimal order having increased probability of occurrence in the observed binary trace than other runs. It is preferable to construct such codebook that contains not only as small basis set of a chosen binary space, as possible, but also include the vectors representing the frequently occurring identified specific runs.
Such a set that contains basis vectors from a particular binary space and additional vectors from the same or other binary spaces exhibits overcompleteness. The significant advantage of implementing the proposed codebook lies in 2 important aspects: ability to represent all binary vectors of specific lengths with the basis vectors contained in the codebook and ability to represent specific longer binary sequences using the additional codebook vectors. Different approaches to basis set construction can therefore be chosen: • Custom basis vector set
Highest priority state • Standard basis vector set HVQ uses vectors from Hadamard matrices of different orders, therefore falls into the second category.
Definition of a suitable codebook does not guarantee an efficient model. However, a combination of random process selecting vectors from the codebook in the generation process is enabled by the abstract DTMC, whose states represent different groups of vectors within the codebook. Particularly interesting is the case, in which the vectors are organized into groups based on their length or focus. Binary vector assignment in the parameterization phase is equivalent with transition to the first state of the multiresolution chain.
Within each state (group of vectors), vectors are assigned different generating probabilities based on their occurrence in trace, effectively producing an intrastate generating process. Stochastic process described by such a DTMC therefore represents a VQ modulated Markov process.
1) Example basis construction
The proof-of-concept demonstrated in this paper was realized using a codebook constructed from the standard Hadarmard matrix. The Hadamard matrix boasts many different beneficial properties, of which the most interesting ones for purposes of error burst and gap modeling is the well balanced ratio of binary values in the matrix and ability to capture both short and long runs of binary values. The Hadamard matrix of order 1 (note that the matrix numbering is different from Hadamard's original numbering) is
The core of HVQ model's codebook is made of vectors contained in H 1 and −H 1 , because together they form a basis and thus guarantee that every binary vector of length 2 is uniquely assigned to one of the codebook vectors.
The Hadamard matrix of order n is defined as
Adding suitable vectors from Hadamard matrices of higher order extends the codebook's multiresolution capability.
2) Parameterization procedure Parameterization procedure (Fig. 2 ) starts in the initialization block representing the creation or copying of the Hadamard matrices into the codebook.
Three different HVQ codebooks were used to prove the concept; they are composed of the following vectors
Each of the vectors in the Hadamard matrix is represented by a state in the abstract Markov chain that introduces randomness into the model. The transitions among the states are strictly limited to transitions from the state with higher priority to the nearest state with lower priority, unless a precise match of the analyzed binary vector is identified, at which point the system returns to the state with the highest priority. Priority is assigned by the order of vector groups, with the leftmost element of each codebook having the highest priority and rightmost elements having the lowest priority. This principle is depicted for the vector codebook BE in Fig. 1 .
The binary set is sequentially and iteratively compared on the binary vector basis to the vectors from each of the groups contained in the codebook. A match is followed with increasing the probability of the state corresponding to the group containing the vector and increasing individual probability of identified vector's generation within the group (state). If there is no match for the vectors of the current group, a lower priority group is selected and the sample from the trace compared to the new group vectors. Because the basis set is overcomplete, there is a match for every binary vector combination that can occur, if not in the higher order vectors, then in the lower order Hadamard matrices.
3) Generation procedure
In the initialization phase the entire Hadamard basis set is constructed and filled into the codebook (Fig. 3) . Secondly, a random initial state of the abstracted modulated Markov chain is chosen.
The generation procedure introduces randomness via the Markov chain modulated by the VQ codebook and generation probabilities assigned to each individual vector within each group (state of the Markov chain) in the codebook.
The generation process is controlled by the Markovian transition matrix. Each iteration the RNG produces a value used by the current state (representing a group of codebook vectors) to establish its transition to the next state. If and only if this next transition is to the highest priority state, the group is used to generate a binary vector. It does so by using a new RNG value to produce a vector based on the intra-group (intra-state) vector probabilities established in the parameterization process. Regardless of whether the generation in the current iteration occurred or not, the state transition defined by the first RNG occurs at the end of the iteration.
The process is repeated until the desired number of bits are generated.
Proposed classification-based VQ model (CBVQM)
Classification-based binary VQ model represents a novel approach to modeling binary error process captured in form of an arbitrary binary trace (obtained using (1) from the binary transmitter output and receiver input) of any binary channel type. The channel, however, has to be stationary, due to the stationary nature of the proposed model itself. Adaptive extensions are possible, but are not focus of this paper.
Error burst and gap processes are considered in the general case, ie they both can be dependent and independent, meaning that generation of binary bursts and gaps is not separated, bursts and gaps are being generated together in the same iteration and instance as parts of a greater unit referred from now on as generated vector.
Classification is used to construct the codebook used in the generation process in such a way, that binary codebook vectors belong to at least one of the classes. In order to achieve maximal precision, the total number of different dominant stochastic sub-processes forming the error bursts and gaps should be less than or equal to the total number of desired classes. In order to retain overall stochastic behavior and individual burst and gap distributions present in the trace, higher model precision is achieved by capturing the histogram characteristic (relative number of runs) of the observed burst and gap processes, instead of the burst and gap run sequences. Captured histograms of binary vectors from the trace with fixed size are transformed into feature vectors (FV) necessary for the classification process.
Utilizing a classification approach allows great variability in applying different classification techniques (results present in this paper were obtained using kmeans) and sorting techniques (eg K nearest neighbors (KNN)).
As with every classification problem, one of the key issues of this model is establishing the optimal number of classes. Due to the nature of combined binary burst and gap processes, this is most reasonably performed by running classification process with different settings and choosing the results with the best fit for the particular channel.
The choice of distance metric that can be used to group various types of distance rules of different fixed-size vectors in the trace is a factor affecting the precision of the resulting model as well. Assuming that part of the process invariance is removed by employing histogram representation instead of occurrence order in FV construction, Euclidean metric is considered a sufficient distance measure for classification purposes and is therefore also used in this paper.
Randomness is added to the CBVQM model by abstracting the identified classes as states of a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC), thus limiting the class transitioning process to geometrical distribution. This can, of course, be improved by using a different stochastic concept for state transitions, but experiments have demonstrated, that application of Markov chain random process is sufficient for binary error channel modeling purposes. The CBVQM model parameterization process (Fig. 5 ) starts with input variable initialization. The binary trace with length n is partitioned into ⌊n/l⌋ temporary binary vectors of length l , each representing a part of the trace with all characteristic features of the binary error process contained. Information about the binary process' stochastic characteristics that cannot be contained within the binary sequences with length l and can only be observed on binary sequences longer than the length of the temporary binary vector, will not be captured by the proposed model's parameterization process and therefore can only occur as random behavior in the generated data.
Temporary binary vectors can be used as FV in the classification process; however, the order in which the bursts and gaps appear is time-variant. Therefore, the same burst and gap binary sequence shifted by one bit would produce a completely different FV. This is an undesirable effect, because such FV obviously does not retain any information about stochastic distributions of error burst and gaps within the temporary binary vectors; rather it stores information about their order. In order to retain as much information about the stochastic behavior contained within each of the temporary binary vectors, as possible, the FV are not constructed from the direct sequence of bursts and gaps, but instead from its histogram representations, one for the bursts and one for the gaps. At this point a compression factor could be introduced, eg histograms would be shorter than the length of the temporary binary vectors, thereby assigning any occurrence of value larger than the last bin's size to the last bin.
FV is thus obtained as transformation of the temporary binary vector into a histogram of bursts and histogram of gaps, which are in the FV ordered as: (burst histogram, gap histogram). The classification matrix necessary as an input for the chosen classification technique is constructed by placing each FV into a different row of the classification matrix.
The chosen classification method with the specified metric is then used to sort FVs into the selected number of classes using the specified metric. Each class is uniquely defined by its centroid value representation identified during the classification procedure, where the centroid, similarly as the feature vector, represents the duplet (centroid burst histogram, centroid gap histogram). It should be noted, that centroid histograms do not have to directly resemble the histograms in the FVs and can create unique histograms representing distributions different from each FV.
The temporary binary sequences are after a successful classification process replaced by the class to which each individual FV is the closest (distance-wise respective to the selected classification metric). Each class represents a state of the DTMC in the generation procedure, therefore the transition probabilities of the observed trace need to be established. Considering that the length of the binary trace is sufficiently long to capture the inter-class behavior, individual state transitions can be established directly from the class sequence obtained by temporary binary sequence substitution with class identifier. The result of the DTMC state transition parameterization is the transition probability matrix of the abstracted Markov process.
5) Generation procedure
The initialization within the generation process (Fig. 4 ) starts with the creation of an entire set of vectors from the binary set of order l . By assigning each of the vectors from the complete binary alphabet (all binary vectors of length l ) into one of the classes defined by the centroid using the same metric, the model is capable of producing every binary sequence of the specified length. A classifier such as KNN can be used for this purpose.
The data set could however, due to the inclusion of all vectors from the complete alphabet for the specific vector length, exhibit high imprecision caused by not compensating to reflect the actual probability of generation for each of the vectors within a single class.
One of the relevant factors that could be used to generate the probability of generation for an individual vector is its distance to the centroid. Because all binary vectors of length l are represented in the binary alphabet, it is possible that a number of vectors is not within a reasonable distance to any of the centroid, yet the classification process will assign it to a particular group because of its closest proximity to it, in order to increase the generating probability of those vectors that are closer to the centroid and decrease the generating probability for vectors that are further away (distance penalization). Thus, the generating probability of the i -th vector in the j -th class depends on the second power of the inverse distance d i of the vector from the centroid
The distance proposed by this metric proved sufficient for binary error burst and gap modeling, but is subject to further discussion and exchange for a different metric that could prove to produce even more precise results.
All probabilities p i for each state are used to produce a vector generating histogram that can be transformed into the CDF of the intra-state vector generating process.
A distinct complication arises, particularly, if the total number of classes is higher than the number of components of an error burst and gap process. In such a case, multiple centroids close to each other are identified in the trace, but the process of assigning the vectors from a complete set based only on the nearest neighbor would assign the binary vector to the nearest class. That would, however, undermine the distance concept of generating probability calculation. Two readily available solutions could rectify this problem: reduction of total number of classes or assignment of the same vector to multiple classes.
Multiple vector class assignment is a faster solution that retains the proposed number of classes, where any distance shorter than the nearest neighbor for all vector assignments must be considered, resulting in the possible presence of a single vector in multiple classes with different generating probabilities.
Lastly, an arbitrary state from the abstracted Markov chain representing the stochastic transitioning process is selected as the starting state, concluding the initialization phase of the generation process.
Once the initialization stage is finished and the generating set has been initialized and configured to reflect the binary data trace parameters, the generation process is relatively simple and can be summed up in two distinct steps. Firstly, a state transition based on the output of the RNG is produced. Then, after each state transition, the destination state's intrastate generating CDF (based on individual vector probabilities of occurrence p i ) is used to produce a binary vector from that state using the inverse method, repeating the process for as many bits as need to be generated.
Statistical distances for result analysis
Divergences were considered for analysis of the modeled results regarding their ability to capture non-complete histograms with limited ability to partition the bin space.
Following chosen statistical distances serve as reference values for establishing the quality and precision of the proposed models.
Hellinger distance (HD)
Hellinger distance is a special case of the β -divergence for β − 1/2 and is defined for discrete measurements as
Divergence χ 2
A special case of χ a -divergence, where a = 2 is defined as
Jeffrey divergence (JD)
Jeffrey divergence is an improvement of KullbackLeibler divergence which improved on its deficiency in evaluating histograms with various bin occupancies. JD does not take into account any bins that have zero occupancy in any of the compared histograms. This divergence is relatively underused despite its beneficiary properties and it was purposefully chosen for verifying the model applicability due to the unevenly generated data in histogram bins that cannot guarantee that the same bins will be occupied in both the reference and the modeled histograms. Thus, JD avoids the problem of division with 0 present in KL-divergence. Jeffrey divergence is
where m i = (p i + q i )/2 .
Mean-squared error (MSE)
The MSE corresponds to the second moment of the error representing the variance of the compared model. Given histograms p and q , where p represents the reference observation, the MSE of the model q is
where n is the total number of unique bins and SE is the squared error of the i -th bin observation.
Pearson χ 2 goodness of fit test
The null hypothesis of the Pearson χ 2 goodness of fit test is assumption that the observation originates from a theoretical probability distribution produced by a stationary ergodic source. The testing statistic is calculated as [26] 
where f i is the observed empirical frequency of values of the i -th class, P i the theoretical probability of values in the i -th class of the total set divided into n classes and N is the size of the observed data set. Validity of the null hypothesis asymptotically approximates the χ 2 distribution with n − p − 1 degrees of freedom (p is the number of estimated parameters).
The χ 2 test is mathematically correct, however similarly as other statistical tests, the null hypothesis is rejected for large data sets, such as the one produced by the wireless channel model. This effect can however be mitigated by the coefficient of discrepancy C [26] , applicable only under the assumption that the χ 2 statistic rises linearly with the number of elements N in the set, and the theoretical relative probabilities are stationary, then the discrepancy coefficient
According to [26] , the acceptable values for the goodness of fit test are C ≤ 0.05 for large data sets (such as the one produced by the proposed generators).
Results
The parameters for each model are not included (as they can be quite extensive), but can be obtained by the parameterization process described in Section 4.1.
Although the real analysis is performed on discrete data, for a better visual representation all stochastic processes were interpolated with the cubic spline function. Histograms are depicted with relative probability values instead of the absolute number of elements in the bin to better visualize the process' PDF.
HVQ
HVQ, unlike the empirical models and Elliot's model, successfully passes all goodness of fit tests in case of HVQ-BG and HVQ-D with HVQ-D being the most successful one according to the majority of the distance metrics. Considering its superior quality and error process capturing ability, the HVQ-D and HVQ-BG can both be considered a suitable and verified replacement for the reference Elliot's model.
1) Cluster error analysis
The cluster error analysis of data produced by three different variants of the HVQ can be seen in Fig. 6 . The three variants produce significantly different results. Rather surprising is the low precision of the basic version with emphasis on the error burst resolution. The only conclusion that can explain why such a difference in cluster probability fitting precision between a version prioritizing higher resolution of errors (HVQ-BE) and versions prioritizing higher resolution of gaps (HVQ-BG, HVQ-D) occurred is because the gaps appear to be more important for creating the overall cluster probability. The total bit error rate is not very high in the observed channel, only 11.124 %, hence the incomparably bad performance could be explained by the fact the error bursts form only slightly more than the tenth of all binary symbols present in the trace. Therefore, by increasing the burst resolution at the expense of the binary error gap resolution, the overall cluster error probability characteristic suffers.
Quantification of the visual representation from the selected metrics (Tab. 1) proves the conclusions obtained from the visual observation of the cluster error probability. Classification based binary model version with the highest emphasis on multiresolution capture of error bursts produces the worst results. Although the Fig.  6 . cannot be used to conclusively establish, which of the other two versions is superior, the calculated distances are in all cases in favor of the HVQ-D version, which employs multiple higher order matrices for multiresolution of both errors and gaps. The results produced in the cluster error probability analysis are even superior to those produced by the reference Elliot's model, hence regarding the binary cluster error probability, the HVQ versions BG and D are a suitable substitution for the reference model in the domain of cluster error generation, producing a better fit. . P-P plot of the error burst models compared to the reference trace Table 1 . Distance metric evaluation of probability p(n) . 
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2) Error burst analysis
The results of binary error burst process within the generated data also confirms high quality of the proposed HVQ. Apart from the low gap resolution version HVQ-BE, the other versions demonstrate excellent precision in capturing the nature of the burst error, as demonstrated in both the PDF and CDF of the error burst process (Fig. 7) . Surprisingly enough, not even the higher resolution of the HVQ-BE model in error burst analysis was sufficient in producing a reliable characteristic. Table 1 contains the results of distance analyses on the burst error generated data. As expected after observing the cluster error probability and the error burst distribution, the HVQ-BE model did not pass the χ 2 goodness of fit test and could not even hypothetically be considered sufficient to model the burst error process. However, the other versions both pass the goodness of fit test, hence can be considered a hypothetically sufficient quality models of the observed binary burst error process.
These conclusions are also confirmed by the SE i characteristic (Fig. 8) , which confirms high variance of the observed and modeled process in case of the HVQ-BE version, but extremely low variance through the entire observed interval for the other versions of the HVQ corresponds with previous PDF and CDF observations about high precision. Well representation of the reference stochastic process using the HVQ-BG and HVQ-D versions and absolute failure of fitting the process by the HVQ-BE model can be visually confirmed by the P-P plot in Fig. 9 .
3) Error gap analysis
Error gap model data of the observed binary error gap process shows higher difference between the two favored gap multiresolution versions of the HVQ, but surprisingly, even the first model with higher resolution on error bursts produced interesting results. Observations of the Fig. 10 leads to a conclusion, that visual inspection can only hardly determine a superior technique, therefore a closer look at the results of the distance analyses is necessary.
As can be seen from the distance metrics, the wellbalanced nature of the modeled error gap process prohibiting visual establishment of superior modeling approach manifested itself in the form of well-balanced distance metrics that could not conclusively establish a winner. Although all the HVQ models could be considered for real error gap modeling after fulfilling the null hypothesis and passing a goodness of fit test, the real winners are again the HVQ-BE (MSE) and HVQ-D (JD, HD and χ 2 ) models with more distance metrics in favor of the latter.
The well-balanced error gap values produced by all models produce a very small SE overall, and the HVQ- BE most probably boasts a better MSE distance solely because of the better fit for gap length 2. The SE continually fades until the gap length 11, after which point it is almost unobservable. Furthermore, the overall variance of the error as depicted on the vertical axis is in reality very small, in the order of 10 −3 , an extremely high precision for a model.
A well-balanced fir of the optimal line and proposed model in P-P plot (Fig. 12) for the favorited two models makes it difficult to establish a clear winner just by visual inspection. However, all models offer a relatively good fit, with HVQ-BG and HVQ-D demonstrably more precise results.
CBVQM
1) Cluster error analysis
Cluster error probability (probability of an error-free cluster of a particular size) analysis for a 5 class variant of the CBVQM (Fig. 13) demonstrates a very good fit for every vector length present. The results suggest the presence of such a factor as optimal combination of both the number of classes and the vector length determine model precision.
Quantification of the 5 class CBVQM variant models (Tab. 3) shows that the best model fit to the cluster data from the trace observation is achieved by the variant using vector length 10. However, it has to be added, that all models produce an excellent fit, not just the CB-VQM(5,10), but the combination of parameters appears to be the most suitable choice for this particular modeling problem.
2) Error burst analysis
Clearly superior version of the model can once again not be established by simple visual inspection of the observed and generated error burst PDF and CDF (Fig. 14) .
All proposed models seem equally capable of producing a sufficiently precise data set, therefore the distance analysis is performed to obtain clear results (Tab. 4). The data clearly shows that the 5 class version of the CBVQM with generating vector length 10 bits does not produce the desired results. It is possible and observation from different runs confirm, that the classification process created a centroid from the binary trace that allows inclusion of vectors capable of degrading the output characteristic to a degree that makes it impossible for the model to pass the goodness of fit test.
This leads to a conclusion that a revision should be taken at some point to improve and optimize the codebook vector selection process to avoid including potentially harmful vectors. One of the possible variants is the unrealized parameterization proposition presented in the model description section.
Squared errors for the CBVQM variants can be seen in Fig. 15 . The error is most dominant in the shorter burst lengths and slowly diminishes as it passes to the bigger lengths.
The P-P plots of the analyzed CBVQM variants (Fig. 16 ) also demonstrate a very good fit of all models to the ideal diagonal line.
3) Error gap analysis
Error gap analysis of the results produced by the CB-VQM for 5 classes produces results of gap process distribution that can be seen in Fig. 17 . From the first glance it can be seen that each of the modeled sequences fits the desired observed PDF well, with the exception of several local maxima that alter the overall statistics.
These produced maxima further prove that the chosen parameterization method is not yet perfect, because it can include in the codebook such vectors that would not be observed in the real binary trace.
Interestingly, even despite the obvious local minima and maxima, the overall statistic of the data is not affected to a degree that would cause a fail of the goodness of fit test (Tab. 4). Furthermore, it can be seen that the CBVQM achieves very good results, even when compared to the previous models and, more importantly, unlike the empirical models and the reference Elliot's model [25] , both the burst error and error gap statistics pass the goodness of fit test, therefore the model as a whole can be confidently used.
The SE i of the observed process (Fig. 18 ) behaves as expected after identifying the local maxima already observed in the PDF (Fig. 7) . Apart from low gap lengths, the highest squared errors occur at gap lengths approximately corresponding to the vector sizes used in the respective models. This fact reinforces the conclusion that substandard vectors must still be passing the stringent distance criteria introduced in the parameterization process and get to the codebook.
The P-P plot (Fig. 19) demonstrates high precision of the CBVQM (5, 8) model further confirming the assumption that the shorter vector lengths yield more precise results for this particular application of the proposed novel classification based VQ model.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a novel model concept for arbitrary digital channel error process. Such models are typically used for a variety of tasks, a great example could be replacing the application of binary symmetric channel in [27] to produce an even better specialization for a chip implementation. Mobile network link design is another particularly interesting application currently being explored.
The proposed model concept is based on vector quantization with codebook, constructed using two different techniques. First one represents utilization of standard vectors contained in different orders of Hadamard matrices used for their beneficial purposes, and the second technique introduces a different concept allowing for arbitrary VQ modulating Markov chain structure. Furthermore, the presented novel concept's applicability to modeling a real trace was verified using the goodness of fit tests and compared using the statistical distances.
The randomness is into the VQ-based models introduced by a DTMC, where states are entities representing groups of vectors within the codebook.
Results presented in Tabs. 2 and 4 clearly demonstrate applicability of the models to modeling the wireless digital channel error trace.
HVQ model is, given its various modifications, a superior model of the two propositions. Thanks to the already mentioned beneficial properties of the vectors contained in Hadamard matrices, the channel error trace modeling capability of the HVQ achieves better overall results than the second proposed alternative, the CBVQM. Utilization of a different standard vector set for the codebook construction can lead to even more superior results.
As such, the CBVQM offers an innovative approach to optimal codebook construction, but factors such as the optimal number of classes and vector length remain a key issue. Because this problem cannot be solved analytically, different models were constructed using different vector length (8, 10 and 15) and 5 classes. Further analysis of optimal class number and vector length is out of the scope of this paper. However, as the results in the previous section confirm that shorter vectors should be preferred in real applications to increase model precision. This is caused primarily by inclusion of low quality vectors from the entire alphabet of vectors with the specified length in the initialization phase of the generation process. A more elaborate approach using a different distance punishing rule or vector selection could be applied to improve the precision of the model and quality of its output.
Results with different numbers of classes were also performed, but they do not contradict the findings obtained from the results and observations presented in this paper.
As for the results, two of the presented CBVQM were successful at passing the goodness of fit tests for both their error burst and gap process. Even more, they exhibit extremely good fit of the cluster error probability. They are a viable and efficient replacement or alternative to the unsuitable empirical models and insufficiently precise Elliot's model [25] . The universal nature of codebook construction also predetermines application of this model to any realistic binary modeling problem to which it can naturally and efficiently adapt, removing much of the limitations binding other model concepts.
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